Starting baseline - Greenhouse gas emissions in FY19

**Scope 1:**
Direct emissions (fuel use - natural gas)

**Scope 2:**
Indirect emissions (electricity)

**Scope 3:**
Other indirect emissions (business travel, purchased goods etc.)

**Evolution in FY20 (-15.0%)**

- **Business travel:** -61.3%
- **Combustion - buildings:** +24.6%
- **Electrical consumption:** -28.2%
- **Purchased goods and services:** +14.8%
- **Vehicle fuel:** -42.0%

*most impacted by COVID-19

**Total emissions for FY20 (tCO₂ eq)**

51,348

**Tracking system FY21 and beyond**

- Global procurement
- HQ travel
- Atlas
- Key travel
- Fuel and energy
- Local travel

**Global dashboard**
Automatically updated

**Pre-COVID-19 baseline**

60,402
10.9 tCO₂ eq per capita